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Inspiring and Creating

Social Value

The Happiness Foundation provides
a rich foundation for social innovators,
and helps the seeds of social innovation
grow into sustainable trees of happiness.

We dream of a society where sharing makes us happy.
We lead positive social change by thinking creatively and
acting proactively, and thus generate social value.

Developing social enterprise models
The Happiness Foundation sheds light on
society by creating social value through
the development of social enterprise models
that lead social innovation.
The PDF format of this report is available to download from
the Happiness Foundation website. (skhappiness.org)

The Happiness Foundation 2018 Annual Report
Each year, the Happiness Foundation publishes an annual report which summarizes our business activities and
achievements in order to share the information with our stakeholders. The Happiness Foundation 2018 Annual
Report includes notable achievements of programs carried out in 2018 as well as the progress and significance
of our activities. This report is produced after having validated by the relevant staff members and the leadership
based on thoroughly reviewed results.

Nurturing social innovators

Social Value

REPORTING METHOD
This report is published as an interactive PDF,
allowing readers to move quickly and easily
through the pages of the report, as well as visiting
related web pages by clicking embedded links.
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The Happiness Foundation provides
a rich foundation for social innovators,
and helps the seeds of social innovation
grow into sustainable trees of happiness.

Developing social enterprise models
The Happiness Foundation sheds light on
society by creating social value through
the development of social enterprise models
that lead social innovation.

Message from the President

The Happiness Foundation pursues new ways of brining
positive change to society.
The Happiness Foundation has been striving to develop and promote creative and
sustainable social innovation models since its founding. Last year, in particular, we
adopted cooperative approach, thus building growth momentum.
Solving social problems is difficult agenda which requires many ideas and consensus
of people to develop a feasible, creative business model. Collaboration based on
communication in this rapidly-changing era is also an important factor of growing
together with social innovators.
The in-depth thoughts of Happiness Foundation regarding cooperative value led to results
in various programs. Celebrating its second year in 2018, the Social Innovators Table (SIT)
held a conference where information and ideas on social innovation were shared in order
to exchange expertise for providing new business opportunities and nurturing talent.
SK SUNNY and LOOKIE worked together with college students, schools and social
ventures, so that built a foundation that enables young social innovators to actively
develop their creativity. Happy Alliance stayed at the center of network for social change,
and it strived to address such social issues as child disability, undernourishment and
education together with 48 member companies and 70 thousand supporters.
The Happiness Foundation contributed to generating social innovation impact together
with various partners and stakeholders over the past year. In 2019, we will continue to
develop and promote creative and sustainable models by learning from the past. We
will make continued efforts to ensure a better tomorrow by strengthening a foundation
based on which future talent grows and social innovation business models make impacts.
I thank you for your unwavering interest and encouragement towards the Happiness
Foundation, and ask you to look forward to our efforts for social change.
Thank you.

Kee-won Chey
President of the Happiness Foundation
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About the Happiness Foundation

Our Philosophy

The Happiness Foundation provides the opportunities to grow
for those who want to shape their own future. We therefore

MISSION

continue to develop and promote creative and sustainable social
contribution models based on the belief that we can innovate
the ways of sharing.

Providing the opportunities
to grow for those who want to
shape their own future

VISION

A social contribution foundation
committed to developing and
promoting creative and sustainable
business models

OBJECTIVES

Nurturing social innovators

Developing social enterprise models

Discovering, fostering and
engaging with talented individuals
to scale their social impact

Developing innovative social
contribution models to efficiently
address social problems

* As of 2018
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History

Since its establishment in 2006, the Happiness Foundation has been at the forefront
of nurturing social innovators and building a foundation to establish the social
economy ecosystem, and therefore opening a new chapter in social contributions.

2005~

2008~

2011~

2013~

2015~

2016~

2017~

2018

2005

2008

2011

2013

2015

2016

2017

2018

Signed an MOU to deliver
packed meals to the
undernourished

Launched SK Happy School
(cooking)

Established Happy Library and
Happy New Life

Happy Meal-box authorized as
the first social cooperative in
South Korea

Held the Happiness Foundation’s
10th Anniversary Conference
titled The Social Innovators

Received a Presidential Citation
for contributing to social
enterprise developments

SK SUNNY and LOOKIE hosted the
2018 Youth for Change Festival

Opened Happy Meal-box Plus
Center

Launched a youth social
innovator group, LOOKIE

Signed an MOU with KAIST for
the 2nd term of the KAIST Social
Entrepreneurship MBA program

Launched a social innovator
networking platform, Social
Innovators Table

Signed an MOU for Happy
Alliance

Happy Meal-box launched
The Happier Meal-box brand

Reinforced SK Probono programs

Hosted 2017 Happy Alliance
party

2009
2006

Established the Happiness
Foundation

Expanded SK Happy School
to include musical, music and
automobile

Established Happy ICT, Happy
Farm, Happy Green Net, and
Happy Web & Media

Conducted impact investments
based on social value

2012

2014

Reorganized SK Happy School to
SK New School

2007

2010

Launched the secretariat of
SK SUNNY

Launched SK SUNNY China

Integrated the Happiness
Foundation and the Social
Enterprise Office

Launched Social Enterprise
Office

Opened a Korean restaurant,
O’neul

Established Happy After School
in Seoul and Busan

Launched KAIST Social
Entrepreneurship MBA program
Launched a social enterprise,
Happy Narae Co.
Started full-day curriculum at
SK Happy School

Launched Happy Together
Happy Traditional Village
Foundation opened a traditional
house-themed resort, Gurume
SK SUNNY received the
Education Minister’s Award
at the 3rd Korean Education
Donation Awards
Launched Wooran Foundation
2015
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Happy Meal-box signed MOUs
to offer better meals for
children in Seodaemun-gu,
Eunpyeong-gu, Mapo-gu and
Seongdong-gu
Happy Meal-box developed
26 new menus
Happy After School in Ulsan
received the 1st Best Social
Enterprise Award from the
Citizens’ Coalition for Economic
Equality
Hosted Se-sang Impact
Investment Contest
SK SUNNY received a citation
from superintendent of the
Seoul Metropolitan Office of
Education
Launched an online magazine,
HappyAnd

Hosted the 1st Educators’
Network for Social Innovation
(ENSI) conference

Launched a book series, Magazine
SIT
Hosted a festival of sharing, Happy
Alliance Day
Signed MOUs with Seoul National
University, Sookmyung Women’s
University and Hanyang University
for nurturing social innovators
SK SUNNY received the Minister of
Health and Welfare Citation at the
‘2018 The Disabled First Awards’
Fourth class of KAIST Social
Entrepreneurship MBA graduated
Renewed the online magazine to
be a special media for social value,
The Social Value Times
2017 Annual Report received the
Platinum Award at the LACP Vision
Awards of the U.S. and the Grand
Award at the International ARC
Awards
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Highlights of 2018

Nurturing Social Innovators

01

Successfully completed the ‘2018 Youth for
Change Festival’ for future social innovators

Nurturing
Social
Innovators

01

Successfully completed the ‘2018 Youth for
Change Festival’ for future social innovators

Developing
social enterprise
models

06

Happy Traditional Village built a garden in
the Gurume resort

02

07

SK SUNNY received the Minister of
Health and Welfare Citation at
the ‘2018 The Disabled First Awards’

Happy Meal-box provided the ‘Gangwon
Banquet’ meal box to staff at the opening and
closing ceremonies of the PyeongChang 2018
Olympic Winter Games

SK SUNNY, a volunteer group of college students, and LOOKIE, a youth social
innovator club, competed in good faith at the 2018 Youth for Change Festival,
a festival to develop ideas for social change. The Youth for Change Festival is
a venue where college students share and exchange their outstanding ideas
on solving social problems and generate synergy for social change. By reaching
a consensus on social issues and carrying out a collaborative project to solve
them, college students expanded their experience for social change. The selected
outstanding teams received seed money of a maximum KRW 5 million for the
operation of pilot project, and they have been refining their business model through
training, including expert mentoring and workshops. This project is planned to be
adopted as a regular program of SK SUNNY and LOOKIE in 2019.

03

LOOKIE held a workshop to learn about
entrepreneurs’ challenging spirit through
failure

08

04

09

Educators’ Network for Social Innovation
presented research papers on nurturing social
innovators

Happy Alliance held the Three-Leaf Clover+
Festival, a campaign to enhance the mobility
of disabled children

SK Probono expanded its programs
participated by executives of SK affiliates

05

The Social Innovators Table, a networking
program for social innovators, launched the
Barrier-Free Map

08

10

The Happiness Foundation 2017 Annual
Report received awards at international annual
report competitions
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Highlights of 2018

Nurturing Social Innovators

02

03

SK SUNNY received the Minister of Health and Welfare Citation at the ‘2018 The Disabled First Awards’

LOOKIE held a workshop to learn about
entrepreneurs’ challenging spirit through failure

SK SUNNY received the Minister of Health and Welfare Citation, the top award in the
social integration category of the ‘2018 The Disabled First Awards.’ The Disabled First
Awards is an awards ceremony held to improve citizens’ understanding of disability on
the occasion of the International Day of Persons with Disabilities which is a United Nations
sanctioned day celebrated internationally on December 3 each year. SK SUNNY has been
running a volunteer program that specializes in disability issues in connection with 145
social welfare institutions and facilities in 10 regions across the nation since 2013. At the
awards ceremony, SK SUNNY was recognized for presenting practical solutions for social
participation of people with disabilities and promoting participation of college students so
that they can take active lead in improving people’s perception of disability.

Designed to foster young social innovators, ‘LOOKIE’ held a workshop where
participants shared information on failures that were experienced during the
business model development process and discussed what they learned from the
experiences. The workshop was held to encourage LOOKIE to try again rather
than become discouraged due to failures, considering that a great number of
entrepreneurs achieve success after countless failures. The failure cases shared
by LOOKIE will be made into a case booklet that will be shared with LOOKIE club
members in 2019 to encourage development.

P. 28

P. 27
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Highlights of 2018

Nurturing Social Innovators

04

05

Educators’ Network for Social Innovation presented
research papers on nurturing social innovators

The Social Innovators Table, a networking program
for social innovators, launched the Barrier-Free Map

Educators’ Network for Social Innovation (ENSI) is a platform where college educators,
researchers, and field experts who nurture social innovation talent share their
experiences and know-how, and promote mutual development. It provides support,
so that educators in diverse academic fields can conduct in-depth research on fostering
social innovation talent and developing the social economy ecosystem through
academic contests. By doing so, ENSI seeks to build a theoretical foundation in the
area of fostering social innovators, thus contributing to the expansion of fostering
social innovation talent and development of the ecosystem. From among participating
researchers, 6 teams presented research papers in 2018 which were published in
academic journals in Korea to share research outcomes. 2 existing research projects
and 8 new ones are underway for social innovation and talent fostering, with the aim
of publication in an academic journal in 2019.

Social Innovators Table upgraded a drone map which was created in 2017 to improve
accessibility for disabled students on the campus by transferring it to a new platform.
The new ‘Barrier-Free Map’ is available on the ‘Seoul Map-Tagging’ platform, which is
run by Seoul City by using the Naver Map image source. This allows users to find such
accessibility information as bathrooms for the disabled, slopes and parking facilities for
the disabled, in real time. The map was reformed to enable easy updates and sharing
of the map for all.

Bathrooms for
the disabled

Elevators for
the disabled

Threshold-free
entrance

Barrier-Free Map: map.seoul.go.kr

P. 25
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Highlights of 2018

Developing social enterprise models

06

Happy Traditional Village built a garden in
the Gurume resort
Happy Traditional Village further upgraded its traditional house-themed
resort, Gurume, by building a nature-friendly garden to offer a time of rest
in nature to its guests. Visitors can enjoy a distinctive experience of rest and
relaxation by taking a walk in the garden that is surrounded by trees and
flowering plants which strikes harmony with traditional houses.

P. 36
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Highlights of 2018

Developing social enterprise models

07

Happy Meal-box provided the ‘Gangwon Banquet’ meal
box to staff at the opening and closing ceremonies of
the PyeongChang 2018 Olympic Winter Games
Happy Meal-box was chosen as the meal-box supplier for the production staff of the
opening and closing ceremonies of the PyeongChang 2018 Olympic Winter Games,
and provided around 36,000 meals for a total 44 days to preparation staff and cast.
By supporting such a large-scale international event, Happy Meal-box was able to prove its
outstanding product quality and enhance brand value. In addition, the Happy Meal-box
Social Cooperative provided support in procuring foodstuffs and managing the menu, while
the Wonju Branch and Pyeongchang Branch of the Happy Meal-box produced and delivered
breakfast and lunch/dinner meal boxes. The GangWon Social Economy Center developed
menus based on Gangwon Province’s leading foodstuffs for the ‘Gangwon Banquet’ meal
box and supplied containers, while Pyeongchang County provided support for snow cleanup
for the convenience of vehicle transportation. It was meaningful for many institutions and
organizations worked in unison to make it a great success.

P. 35

08

SK Probono expanded its programs participated
by executives of SK affiliates
Executives of SK, who have extensive business operations and work know-how, met with
leaders of social enterprises and college students. This program, which was prepared by
SK Probono to encourage participation of SK executives, gave leaders of social enterprises
inspirations on operations management and leadership, and provided college students with
career counseling offered by professionals with extensive experience. In addition, executives
of SK affiliates were able to learn about various perspectives and trends outside their
respective organization. This shows how SK Probono encourages SK employees to generate
social value by leveraging their experience and expertise.

P. 37
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Highlights of 2018

Developing social enterprise models

09

10

Happy Alliance held the Three-Leaf Clover+
Festival, a campaign to enhance the mobility
of disabled children

The Happiness Foundation 2017 Annual Report
received awards at international annual report
competitions

Happy Alliance held the Three-Leaf Clover+(Plus) Festival, together with
the social venture Todo-works and Korea University, as part of its activities
to improve children’s quality of life. The Three-Leaf Clover+ Festival was
planned to contribute to improving physical activities and forming a positive
attitude towards life by providing a wheelchair that fits the body of disabled
children and a mobility-enhancing product (Todo-drive), and educating
children how to use wheelchairs properly. In particular, there was a venue
where disabled children met non-disabled people in order to help them
proactively engage in social activities.

The Happiness Foundation 2017 Annual Report received the Grand Award at the
International ARC Awards. The ARC Awards is an annual report and sustainability
report competition organized by MerComm, Inc. of the U.S., which is the world’s only
independent awards organization dedicated to defining the standards of excellence
in the communications fields. The 2017 Annual Report also received a top award,
the Platinum Award, for the second straight year at the LACP Vision Awards, proving
its level of excellence reached to annual reports and sustainability reports of worldrenowned corporates and organizations.

P. 34
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Program Performance in 2018

Programs on
Nurturing Social
Innovators

Programs on
Nurturing Social
Innovators

Fostering Social Innovator
Social Innovators Table

Programs on
Developing
Social Enterprise
Models

Educators’ Network for Social
Innovation
KAIST Social Entrepreneurship
MBA Program

Educating Young Talents
SK SUNNY
LOOKIE
SK New School

Nurturing
Social Innovators
We nurture social innovators who drive social changes
based on SK’s talent nurturing philosophy.
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Major Programs in Numbers

SPECIAL REPORT

How the Social Innovators Table shares and
spreads what social innovators think

Programs on
Nurturing Social
Innovators
Programs on
Developing
Social Enterprise
Models

SK SUNNY

71,800

persons
No. of college students who
participated in the program for
social change from 2003 to 2018

People are the core of social value creation. This is because the more
people think together, the more ideas for innovation, and if the collaborative
effort is powered by support, its impact will be doubled. Based on this belief,
the ‘Social Innovators Table (SIT)’ was launched in 2017 as a venue to share
information and ideas among people who create innovation needed in the
world.

Records of 6 gatherings of SIT

First gathering
Feb. 9, 2017

KAIST Social Entrepreneurship MBA Program

88

Fourth gathering
Mar. 6, 2018

Innovation achieved by
technology-based social ventures

Urban renewal – how social
innovators move together

4
1

persons

Cumulative number of people fostered
for the field of social economy with social
mission and business capabilities since
the launch of program in 2012 to 2018

Second gathering
Jun. 8, 2017

Social innovator’s tips for
using support infrastructure

Fifth gathering
Jul. 12, 2018
2

5

Self-reliance of youths –
the solidarity of possibilities

SK New School

310
20

3
Third gathering
Oct. 18, 2017

persons
No. of youths who grew
into F&B-specializing talent
from 2008 to 2018

Cooperation that enables
young social innovators to grow

6
Sixth gathering
Nov. 8, 2018

New approach to economic
independence of youths

21

One.

Two.

Three.

Conference Story

Project Story

Magazine Story

There are many types of social issues we face today,
regardless of area and structure. It is often seen that many
cases of innovation that solve social problems are not
originally intended. Instead, they have been achieved by
chance as people share good ideas, which in turn leads to
outcomes that create values to be shared with others. SIT
therefore does not limit the theme of its gatherings, and
shares diverse information and ideas of social innovators
about how they solve social problems and use resources.

SIT encourages social innovators to take small attempts. Even

SIT believes that the agendas that have been identified through
the 6 conferences can bring about positive social change when
they are continually discussed in our society. Based on this belief,
SIT published the Magazine SIT, which tells the story of the
support SIT provides for the diverse activities carried out by social
innovators and challenges they take on for social innovation.
The Magazine SIT, which records and spreads gatherings
and cooperation of social innovators, consists of 3 sections.

The way social innovators gather at SIT is unique. In general,
people who are interested in a specific theme get together
for a conference voluntarily. However, SIT staff in charge of
the program meets beforehand with social innovators related
to each conference’s theme and invite them in person. This
is because, the synergy of cooperation and the possibility
of innovation increase when social innovators who pursue
innovative change based on a clear social mission meet each
other.

though the possibility of success is low at the beginning, we
believe social innovators can gain meaningful insight from failures
experienced through attempts to make small change. This change
in turn enables them to take a step towards the success of social
innovation. SIT therefore supports small steps that are taken
towards social innovation based on the information and ideas
that social innovators share at SIT by using diverse methods,

Persons

including knowledge and network, not to mention resources.

Number of social innovators
who have participated in SIT

Projects
Number of projects carried out
through SIT

On the Table shows which issues SIT focuses on and from
what perspective they are dealt with through the preface and
theme. In particular, this section is focused on sharing the reason
why we take a keen interest in social innovators who strive to
address social issues through creative ideas and solutions.

Around the Table introduces social enterprises, social ventures
and young social innovators who shared social innovation cases
through SIT, by summarizing their presentations and conversations
from the conference. This section also shows projects that
help social innovators further focus on their social mission and
continue new attempts, as well as projects that are based on
cooperation among social innovators who met through SIT.

Beyond the Table introduces the CEOs of social innovation
companies and staff working at support organizations who
attended SIT and focuses on providing social innovators with
fresh motivation and positive influence to form partnerships
that can help expand the scope of social innovation. This section
also provides those dreaming of becoming social innovators
with useful information, such as accelerating organizations and
support programs that help foster social innovators.

The Happiness Foundation hopes that SIT further vitalizes arenas
of discussion for social innovators, and that the gatherings of
social innovators bring about positive change to society. We
therefore distribute the magazine to public organizations and
support organizations, in addition to shared offices where diverse
social innovators gather, such as HEYGROUND, MARU180 and
FASTFIVE. The Happiness Foundation anticipates Magazine SIT,
which embodies ideas and insight on social innovation, to serve
as a channel that sheds light on issues that our society faces, and
identifies and spreads innovative cases of solutions.

22

Subscription Inquiry

si.table@skhappiness.org
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Fostering Social Innovators

Social Innovators Table (SIT)

Educators’ Network for Social Innovation (ENSI)

Positioning as a networking platform where
social innovators share information and ideas

Promoting the development of social innovators at colleges through
degree program support, conferences and research competitions

ACT IV I T Y

We held conferences where social innovators interested in
solving social problems interact with each other with a focus
on diverse agendas.
	Participants: Social innovators, including CEOs of social enterprises and social
ventures, as well as investors and employees of supporting organizations,
college professors and students 1)

•

•

Themes
4th -	Urban renewal – a way how social innovators move together (Speakers: Urban
Hybrid CEO Sang-wook Lee, URBANPLAY CEO Joo-seok Hong)
5th -	Self-reliance of youths – the solidarity of possibilities (Speakers: Farmfra CEO

OUTCOME

3
5

SIT conferences

projects conducted through SIT

6th -	New approach to economic independence of youths (Speakers: CrePASS

We published a magazine to archive what was discussed
at SIT and to establish various contact points for nurturing,
investment and network.

1)

Participant list of each conference: Refer to the SIT homepage

sit.skhappiness.org

We established a foundation for fostering social innovation
talent by supporting various degree programs related to social
innovation3).

6

	Participated by professors and researchers at 30 colleges and research
institutes, and created 229 subjects specializing in social innovation at
8 colleges

We held conferences to share educational achievements and to
promote and spread exchange among colleges.
	Operated the Brown Bag Research Seminar to share research outcomes
and discuss measures for field application

•

	Operated the 2018 ENSI Forum on the theme of ‘Rediscovery and Future
of Social Innovation Education of Colleges’

•

Social innovators who participated in the conferences implemented
new innovation projects based on collaboration built at SIT
	Hanyang University-Muui Foundation-Mad Map: Launched the ‘BarrierFree Map,’ a map platform for enhanced accessibility of the disabled

•

	Sepuma-Hanyang University: Provided business startup education to
youths outside schools

•

	Published Vol. 1-6, and distributed to government/private support
organizations, shared offices, etc.

•

OU TCOM E

•

Ji-hwang Yoo, Alchemist, Inc. CEO Jin-sook Park)
Solution CEO Min-jung Kim, SmartSocial CEO Hee-dong Kim)

AC T IVIT Y

	Itdaa-SK Probono: Provided mentors

	Operated the 2018 ENSI Achievement Conference on the theme of
‘Collective Impact of Social Innovation Education’

•

We conducted research projects with an aim of publishing them
on academic journals at home and abroad to increase the impact
of education for nurturing social innovators.

•

BUILD-URBANPLAY-SK SUNNY: Conducted a project aimed at addressing
social issues of local communities

•

	Urban Hybrid-Nanuda Kitchen: Connected with SK Social Progress
Credit 2) selection

•

	2017-2018: 8 papers were chosen | 2018-2019: 8 papers were chosen

•

	Published Vol. 1-3 of the ‘ENSI Research Insight’ series which are research
abstracts for the general public

•

3) 

Detailed information on degree programs: Refer to the ENSI homepage

2) 

SK Social Progress Credit: Translating social value created by a social enterprise into
monetary value, and providing corresponding monetary incentive

24

ensi.skhappiness.org

research projects completed

Published on academic journals research projects aimed at
promoting the development of social innovators
	Jae-hwan Park (Chung-Ang Univ.), “A Study on Youth Career Education
through Analysis of Social Economic Perception of Young People: Using
Photovoice Methodology” — Vol. 13 No. 4, Asia-Pacific Journal of
Business Venturing and Entrepreneurship

•

	Byung-joon Yoo (Seoul National Univ.), “A Study on the Effect of
Mentoring Skills and Mentoring Functions on Start-up Mentoring
Satisfaction - Focused on the Moderating Effects of the Characteristics
of Entrepreneur” — Vol. 13 No. 6, Asia-Pacific Journal of Business
Venturing and Entrepreneurship

•

	Eui-young Kim (Seoul National Univ.), “Community-based Learning on
Citizen Politics: Focusing on the Inherent Tensions and their Implications”
— Vol. 27 No. 3, Korean Political Science Review

•

	Jeong-hyeon Lee (Myongji Univ.), “The Effects of Entrepreneurial
Education on Social Entrepreneurial Intentions and Actual Entrepreneurial
Activities” — Vol. 32 No. 4, Productivity Review

•

	Ji-hoon Park (KAIST), “A Study on Opportunity Development Process of
Social Entrepreneurs” — Vol. 11 No. 3, Social Enterprise Studies

•

	Bo-Kyoung Kim (Univ. of Seoul Department), “Searching for the Role of
Social Enterprise with Mapping Social Problems”

•
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Educating Young Talents

KAIST Social Entrepreneurship MBA Program

SK SUNNY

Nurturing competent social entrepreneurs through
professional fostering programs

Evolving into a young social innovator-nurturing program
specializing in solving social issues, going beyond volunteer work

ACT IV I T Y

OUTCOME

AC T IVIT Y

OU TCOM E

We strengthened the startup-fostering function to nurture
‘growth-phase social enterprise’ leaders.

95

We nurtured preliminary social innovators who challenge
themselves to solve social issues by adopting new projects
and expanding the scale of activities.

21.3

	Expanded outside expert mentors in different areas and facilitated
mentoring

•

	Held the IR Day to strengthen real-life startup education and increased
investor mentoring

%

of graduates started
businesses

•

	Held the Social Venture Programme, a field training at the Cambridge Judge
Business School in Britain in 2018

•

95% of prospective graduates (5th Class) 1) started social
enterprises or completed commercialization
	2 companies were designated ad preliminary social enterprises: QUIETIME
DREAM LAB, a’dren

•

We shared outstanding education programs to enhance
expertise in business administration and execution skills of
persons working in the social economy ecosystem.
	Operated the‘KAIST-SK Social Entrepreneur Short-Term Business
Administration Lecture, a non-degree curriculum at KAIST College of
Business

•

	Held a seminar on technology-based social innovation models with KAIST
(Daejeon Campus), which has strengths in technology

•

	Attracted 2 impact investments: ideal lab, WITH POSITIVE

•
•

Selected for SK Social Progress Credit: People with fragrance, Inc.

	Cumulative performance of graduates winning external awards: 16
enterprises, 47 cumulative cases (NINEAM, WellBuy, Mulbit, Monin, etc.)

•

1)

Based on a total 22 prospective graduates

	Volunteer program: 2,400 SUNNY members operated 19 programs with
233 organizations to solve issues related to children, the disabled and
the elderly

•

	Social change project: 330 SUNNY members operated 66 projects to
solve issues related to college students, such as youth employment and
mental health

•

We strengthened the talent-nurturing process by establishing
programs which link social enterprises with colleges.

%

rise in the percentage
of participants for
social change projects

The percentage of participants in social change projects that
solve social issues in depth went up
2017

2018

6.8%

21.3%

	Connected programs of 3 colleges – Hanyang University, Sookmyung
Women’s University and Younsei University – and provided PR and
marketing support to 27 social enterprises, including BUILD and
Donggubat

•

We launched the ‘SUNNY Family-SUNNY Day’ program so
that graduates (OB) can continue to retain values as talent
pursuing social change even after the end of their activities
by volunteering together with current members (YB).
	430 OBs were recruited and participated in activities at 10 regions across
the nation for 33 volunteer programs

•

26
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LOOKIE

SK New School

Developing business models based on an entrepreneurial spirit
through which a system for social innovation has been built

Nurturing professionals in the food service industry
and supporting youth independence

ACT IV I T Y

OUTCOME

AC T IVIT Y

OU TCOM E

The scale of the clubs was expanded to cover 20 colleges, and
new business models were developed while existing business
models were further advanced.

5

We strengthened field-oriented programs as well as social
value integration programs to nurture professionals with
expertise and integrity

95

	University of Seoul: Developed a voice-recognizing braille printer for the
visually impaired

•

	Hanyang Women’s University: Developed handmade shoes in connection
with Seongsu-dong that applied the beauty of the hanbok jeogori (upper
garment of traditional Korean clothing)

college clubs secured
startup capabilities

•

2 awards received at contests and exhibitions
	University of Seoul: Minister of Trade, Industry and Energy Award in the
Creative Design Contest at the University of Seoul
	Hanyang Women’s University: Minister of Culture, Sports and Tourism
Award (Silver) at the Korean Tourism Souvenir Contest

•

•

•

	Dongduk Women’s University: Developed a jewelry brand that
reinterpreted a traditional Korean material (gat , traditional hat) in a
modern way

2 outside investment attracted

•

•

16 other teams

We enhanced the competitiveness of business models and
developed expertise through nurturing programs that
increase social value and execution skills
	Held the SUNNY X LOOKIE 2018 Youth for Change Festival for young
social innovators

•

•

Operated a workshop for learning from failures

	Operated a workshop on business model development through alliance
activities among clubs

•
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	Held 5 field trips (field learning about foodstuffs): Ochang, Yongin, Nonsan,
Kimpo, Jangheung

•

	Yeungnam University: Produced and sold an upcycle product that reuses
coffee bags

•

	Operated ‘Stage1),’ a joint talent-fostering project, with 18 renowned
restaurants in Korea and Walkerhill Hotel for 13 weeks (4 days a week
for 8 weeks at the hotel, 3 days a week for 5 weeks at restaurants),
and helped with employment at 6 restaurants

•

	Students planned and operated banquets, including a graduation ceremony
and family lunch
	Celebrating 10th anniversary, operated the Happy Farm, where students
volunteered with talent donations by using crops that were grown together
with the developmentally disabled

•

	Yonsei University: KRW 4.5 million from Yonsei University + Youth for
Change Festival award

•

•

Yeungnam University: KRW 15 million from Korea Upcycle Center

Commercialization and production/sales of products
	Dongduk Women’s University: Opened on/offline (Object) stores,
achieved average sales per month of KRW 1 million to KRW 1.2 million

•

%

employment rate

Recorded an employment rate of 95% at renowned hotels,
resorts and restaurants in South Korea
•

Hotels and resorts: Banyan Tree Club & Spa Seoul, etc.

	Restaurants: O’neul, Onjium, MUOKI, Jinjin, Table for Four, Poom Seoul,
Jungsik Bar, KAPPO SEOUL, Mille Gateaux, Bar Piknic, Sushi Sunsoo,
Soleil, Cucciolo, Toctoc, etc.

•

We developed diverse programs for graduates and thus
supported their continued growth.
	Support for domestic and overseas training, one-point special lecture (liberal
arts, pig deboning, wine, food trends), support for pop-up restaurants,
Home Coming Day, gathering by class, etc.

•

1) 

Stage: Originally a French word that means practical exercise and training, it refers to an
apprentice who develops food service expertise
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Program Performance in 2018

Programs on
Developing Social
Enterprise Models

Programs on
Nurturing Social
Innovators

Supporting Social Enterprises

Programs on
Developing
Social Enterprise
Models

Happy Alliance

Establishing Social Enterprises
Happy Meal-box
Happy After School
Happy Traditional Village
Daegu Happy Future Foundation

Accelerating Social Enterprises
Support for Impact Investment
SK Probono

Developing
Social Enterprise
Model
We develop and promote social enterprise models that can
efficiently solve social problems based on SK’s corporate philosophy
pursuing sustainable happiness.
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Major Programs in Numbers

SPECIAL REPORT

How Happy Alliance spreads the ways of sharing
through a network for delightful social change

Programs on
Nurturing Social
Innovators
Programs on
Developing
Social Enterprise
Models

The Happiness Foundation thinks about ways of sharing happiness
for all in a society where people live together. We also seek better ways
of sharing and efficient use of resources. That is why we launched the Happy
Alliance, a social change network that solves social issues by bringing together
resources and competencies of corporate entities as well as participation of the
general public.

Happy Alliance

KRW

10

billion
Value collected through
Happy Alliance from 2017 to 2018
*	Sum of the value of cash, goods and services

Activities of Happy Alliance

2016
11

Launched Happy
Alliance, the largest
social change network
in South Korea
12

Happy Meal-box

Cumulative number of
Happy Meal-box provided to
the undernourished from 2006 to 2018

42,420,000

Conducted the World’s
Longest Agreement,
an online signature
campaign

2018
06

Conducted the Happy Box Gift
Event, an on/offline matching grant
donation campaign
2017
04

Hosted the 2017 Happy Alliance
Agreement Ceremony

SK Probono

2,329
30

09

Held the Stepping Stones that
Connect Happiness, a matching
grant donation event

persons
No. of SK employees who
supported social enterprises
from 2009 to 2018

11

Hosted the 2017 Happy Alliance
Party, a festival of people who
take part in sharing activities in
everyday life

07-08

Held the Dream Growing Camp to
provide children with job experience
education, and the Health Plus Camp
to establish good eating habits
11

Ran the Three-Leaf Clover+ Festival,
a campaign for enhancing the
mobility right of disabled children
12

Hosted the 2018 Happy Alliance Day
to deliver the message of sharing in
everyday life
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One.

Two.

Three.

Cooperation among good-will
companies that help children live
better lives

Beautiful civic engagement to
extend a warm, helping hand

A happy festival for anyone who
shares

Happy Alliance was launched in 2016 with participation of
14 member companies. As of 2018, 48 member companies
work in unison to solve social problems and generate social
value. In particular, Happy Alliance focuses on children,
the future of society, thus sharing resources and joining
forces to help children live better lives. This means that
member companies and organizations in diverse fields,
such as food and beverage, daily necessities, service and
education, take part in creating happiness by donating
their respective resources in order to enhance the quality
of life of potentially undernourished children, children with
mobility impairment, and children in regions where there is
an educational gap.
In addition, employees of member companies participated
in volunteering Happy Meal-box delivery activities for
children who are at risk of being undernourished. Also, the
Dream Growing Camp was held to provide a job experience
opportunity to students at schools that are subject to the
priority educational welfare support program. Three-Leaf
Clover+, a project to enhance mobility right of disabled
children who use a wheelchair, was launched together
with the social venture Todo-works and Korea University.
Through these series of activities, Happy Alliance has been
strengthening social contribution impact based on a strong
sense of consensus with member companies on resolving
social issues, thus building an environment where sharing
can be conducted in everyday life.

Happy Alliances takes the lead in spreading a culture of
sharing by having a festival for people who participate in
social contributions and practice conscious consumption in
daily life. Held for the second time in 2018, Happy Alliance
Day consists of the Talk & Music Concert that is joined in
by speakers who create happiness and social value in daily
life, and a flea market, participated by social enterprises and
social ventures. The scale of this festival grew substantially
from around 2,000 participants in 2017 to around 7,000 in
2018. It came to an end with the donation of approximately
200 thousand Happy Meal-boxes, proving that Happy
Alliance is forming a consensus on the value of sharing and
inspiring many people.

Happy Alliance conducts a sharing campaign in everyday
life to build a better world together with members of our
society. We strive to inform more people of the importance
of child health and emotional support by carrying out
diverse activities that are planned through thorough insight
with sincerity. Moreover, we inspire civic engagement, such
as donations, for the happiness of children.
The World’s Longest Agreement, an
online signature campaign conducted
in 2016, was in the form of a matching
grant where the number of signatures
received through the online campaign
was matched to deliver the same number of donated
items to children. More than 30 thousand participants,
who shared the same view regarding the need for
sharing, were happy as they saw items being donated to
children in their own name.
In 2017, a consensus on social
contributions was formed through the
Stepping Stones that Connect Happiness,
through which meal-boxes were
donated to undernourished neighbors.
The event was in the form of a matching grant where the
number of times people crossed the LED stepping stones,
which were set up near the Cheonggye Stream Mojeon
Bridge and between Gwang Bridge and Jangtong Bridge,
was matched to donate the same number of Happy Mealboxes to undernourished neighbors. Approximately 100
thousand meal-boxes were delivered to those in need.
In 2018, around 70 thousand citizens
took part in the Happy Village, a sharing
campaign in everyday life where simple
participation led to donations. Happy
Meal-boxes were donated to children concerned of being
undernourished.
These campaigns are meaningful for they provide an
opportunity to participate in social contributions to people
who want to share with others but don’t know how
or cannot easily make an attempt. Happy Alliance will
continue to share ideas on sharing in daily life with the
public and develop paradigms of social contributions.

The value1) that was collected through Happy Alliance activities over the last 2 years totals around
KRW 10 billion. In addition, approximately 110 thousand citizens participated in campaigns,
showing that Happy Alliance has been growing into a leading network for social change in South
Korea. Happy Alliance’s social impact has been increasing as a result of a combination of active
efforts made by member companies and proactive participation of citizens. We will continue to
increase the value and influence of sharing by combining the competencies of a greater number
of companies and organizations, and evolve into a network for social change that is voluntarily
participated by consumers. By doing so, we will take the lead in creating a society where people
live in harmony.
1) 
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Sum of the value of cash, goods and services
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Supporting Social Enterprises

Establishing Social Enterprises

Happy Alliance

Happy Meal-box/Happy After School

Making impacts for social change while sharing diverse resources
and promoting cooperation among participants

Strengthening the independence of business operations by pursuing diverse
business attempts and cooperation to enhance competitiveness

ACT IV I T Y

OUTCOME

AC T IVIT Y

OU TCOM E

We took the lead in improving children’s quality of life by
focusing on solving 3 major issues related to children.

2

Happy Meal-box grew into a leading model of professional
meal-for-children organizations by building a cooperativecentered operational foundation and strengthening expertise.

3.75

	Improving child health: Corrected nutritional imbalance of children
concerned of being undernourished

•

	Closing the education gap: Increased after-school activities and career path
experiential education opportunities for elementary school students and
teenagers

collected value rose
around two-fold

	Re-established vision as solving food issues in local communities, and
fully launched cooperative-centered business operations, such as sanitary
inspections and dietary life education

•

•

	Enhancing the quality of life of disabled children: Provided products that
improve mobility right and education on using wheelchairs

•

We conducted various participation campaigns to spread
a culture of sharing in daily life.
	Conducted the ‘Happy Box’ creation and ‘Happy Village’ campaigns
(Cheonggye Stream, Seokchon Lake) to publicize the importance of solving
social problems related to children and to encourage participation

•

	Held the Happy Alliance Day (flea market, Talk & Music Concert), a venue
for everyone who participates in sharing in daily life, including member
companies, citizens who participated in donations, social enterprises and
social ventures

Expanded impacts for social change related to health, disability
and education
	Donated 200 thousand packed meals to children concerned of being
undernourished

•

	Donated 50 wheelchair electric kits and provided education on using wheelchairs

•

	Provided career path and dietary education to 1,200 students in regions that
are subject to the priority educational welfare support program

•

	Operated volunteer work for recording fairy tale books for multicultural family
and underprivileged children, and provided fairy tale books

•

Increased participation of member companies and social value
creation
	Member companies: 25 companies in 2017

•

	Collected resources1): KRW 3.8 billion in 2017

•

48 companies in 2018
KRW 6.2 billion in 2018

No. of public meals provided by the Happy Meal-box Social
Cooperative and 28 Happy Meal-box centers

	Provided dietary education (Health Plus Camp) to around 400 children at
local child centers together with 8 Happy Alliance member companies

•

Happy After School strengthened sustainability by building
a diverse cooperation network based on expertise in
educational social contributions.
	Jointly operated education-related projects (Good Energy School,
Happy Green School) for corporate social contribution activities of SK E&S,
SK gas, SK Chemicals and SK C&C

•

•

* Detailed information on member companies: Refer to the Happy Alliance homepage

	Built a meal-box delivery management system with T-map and conducted
‘the development of dietary education program for children and
effectiveness research’ with SK SUNNY

•

million public
meals provided

	Provided job experience education (Dream Growing Camp) to 750 children
in regions, that are subject to the priority educational welfare support
program, together with 7 Happy Alliance member companies

•

2,000

children
participated

No. of students who participated in the Happy After School
educational projects

	Annual campaign participated by around 70 thousand citizens

•

happyalliance.org

	Developed 6 products connected to Happy Alliance donations

•

1) 
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Sum of the value of cash, goods and services collected through Happy Alliance
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Accelerating Social Enterprises

Happy Traditional Village

SK Probono

Spreading the cultural and historical value of traditional homes by diversifying
and improving services of traditional house-themed resort ‘Gurume’

Promoting participation by building a foundation for
diverse pro bono activities suitable for SK employees

ACT IV I T Y

We built a new space and developed experiential programs,
so that guests can enjoy distinctive experiences.
	Developed and operated 4 types of tradition experience programs
related to food, clothing and shelter

•

	Built a nature-friendly garden space through plants and shrubs that
strike harmony with traditional homes

OUTCOME

39,000

AC T IVIT Y

and more guests
have stayed at
Gurume

•

We provided foreign tourists with a unique, high-class
traditional cultural experiences in relation to traditional
homes.
	Established global online reservation and sales channels, opened a multilanguage homepage, and created materials for foreign guests in English,
Japanese and Chinese

We enhanced satisfaction level in volunteering by
fragmenting activity types and developing diverse programs.
	Advisory type: Business advice activities for social enterprises, such as
marketing, PR, business planning, financial management and legal
counseling

•

OU TCOM E

190

%

increase in participants
of pro bono activities

	Project type: Activities that lead growth of social enterprises, such as
support for opening of social enterprise branches and planning of PR
platform

Increase in participants of pro bono activities

	Education type: College student mentoring, career path mentoring for
elementary school students, academy for strengthening social innovator
competencies, etc.
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•

Enhanced profits and customer satisfaction of a traditional
house-themed resort Gurume
	Revenues: KRW 810 million

•

	Customer satisfaction level: Average of 2 organizations1): 4.55/5.0

•

•

1)

Trip Advisor, Google Review

•

2018

2017
persons

1,065 persons

	Volunteer type: Voice donation volunteer work for children from
multicultural families, etc.

•

We efficiently raised the activity matching rate between
participants of the pro bono activities and social enterprises
by building an online platform.
	Opened a renewed homepage (skprobono.com) and built a system that
enables direct matching, resulting in increased matching opportunities

•
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Program
Structure

We nurture social innovators who bring about positive change to
society, and develop social enterprise models that generate both
social value and sustainable profits.

Nurturing Social
Innovators
Fostering Social Innovators
•

Social Innovators Table

•

Educators’ Network for Social Innovation

•	KAIST

Social Entrepreneurship MBA
Program

Educating Young Talents
•

SK SUNNY

•

LOOKIE

•

SK New School

Developing Social
Enterprise Models
Supporting Social Enterprises
•

Happy Alliance

Establishing Social Enterprises

Program
Overview

•

Happy Meal-box

•

Happy After School

•

Happy Traditional Village

•

Daegu Happy Future Foundation

Accelerating Social Enterprises
•

Support for Impact Investment

•

SK Probono

* As of 2018
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Programs on Nurturing Social Innovators
We nurture social innovators who drive social changes
based on SK’s talent nurturing philosophy.

Fostering Social Innovators

Social Innovators Table (SIT)

Educating Young Talents

sit.skhappiness.org

SK SUNNY

‘Social Innovators Table (SIT)’ is a networking program that enables social innovators, who make innovations

SK SUNNY is a college student volunteer organization that SK and the Happiness Foundation operate to

in their respective fields, to come together and exchange information and ideas. The SIT conference consists

foster innovative young social innovators that our society needs. Since its launch in 2003, it has been sharing

of presentations, conversations, and debates. Entrepreneurs, activists, investors, educators and others share

happiness with different groups of people in local communities by actively conducting fun and creative

social innovation cases and processes, discussing new necessary measures. Subjects at SIT are developed into

activities. Its goal is to change society for the better by creative ideas as well as voluntary, proactive, and

detailed projects through the participating social innovators’ discussions.

practical activities of the students. In 2010, SK SUNNY China was established, based in China, to promote

besunny.com

the positive changes created by SK SUNNY. SK SUNNY operates volunteering programs that address 3 major
social issues – school violence, alienation of the elderly, and discrimination against the disabled – as well as

KAIST Social Entrepreneurship MBA Program

sksecenter.kaist.ac.kr

social change projects to develop solutions for the social problems.

KAIST Social Entrepreneurship MBA Program is the first of its kind in the world. The MBA program was
created jointly by the Happiness Foundation and KAIST to nurture social entrepreneurs with capability of
establishing and operating efficiently innovative businesses. In order to enable all students to start their

LOOKIE

own social enterprises, it offers specialized curriculum on starting a social enterprise, mentorship on start-

LOOKIE is student club to nurture young social innovators by focusing on their own growth, which enables

up creations, and incubation programs, in collaboration with excellent professors from KAIST College of

the youth to work on different social issues and helps them establish a management process based on

Business. In addition, SK Center for Social Entrepreneurship provides incubation for the students as well as

entrepreneurship. To actualize club activities of LOOKIE, the Happiness Foundation engages in cooperation

supports for development and promotion of its MBA curriculum and academic research activities.

with colleges to offer diverse professional education and mentoring as well as to support collaboration

sklookie.com

projects with established social innovators. LOOKIEs properly understand traditional values and adopted its

Educators’ Network for Social Innovation (ENSI)

ensi.skhappiness.org

methods with unique expertise and characteristics to make the values special. By doing so, they discovered
the past and discerned the future.

sknewschool.com

Educators’ Network for Social Innovation (ENSI) is a platform for the Happiness Foundation and colleges
who works on fostering social innovators to share their knowledge and experience. 30 colleges and research
institutions at home and abroad are participating, and they are carrying out diverse projects, such as

SK New School

research contests, study groups, and workshops on teaching methods.

SK New School helps youths who seek for a job in the food service industry to grow into professionals
with competitiveness. Together with lecturers who are the nation’s top experts, SK New School offers
basic cooking and service education and also operates a practical training-centered curriculum to enhance
students’ field capabilities. By doing so, it nurtures talent who are essential in the industry and future experts
in the food service industry who participate in sharing through food.
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Programs on Developing Social Enterprise Model
We develop and promote social enterprise models that can efficiently solve social problems
based on SK’s corporate philosophy pursuing sustainable happiness.

Supporting Social Enterprises

Happy Alliance

happyalliance.org

Happy Traditional Village

Happy Alliance is the largest social contribution network in South Korea where companies come together

This social enterprise was built by SK in cooperation with the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism as

and strive to solve social issues. A total of 48 member companies1) are taking part in Happy Alliance and

well as the local governments of North Gyeongsang Province and the city of Andong. By revitalizing old

making diverse social contribution impacts. By conducting volunteer activities and campaigns that can be

traditional houses and villages with high social value, it preserves the old houses, promotes traditional

participated by citizens, Happy Alliance is building a culture of sharing in daily life. Through collaboration

culture, provides employment for the underprivileged, and contributes to regional development. Also, it

with social enterprises and social ventures, it is focusing on improving the nutrition and educational quality

operates Gurume, a traditional house-themed resort, which it developed into an innovative business model.

gurume-andong.com

of children and enhancing the mobility right of disabled children.
1)

As of 2018

Establishing Social Enterprises

Happy Meal-box Social Cooperative

Accelerating Social Enterprises

happydosirak.org

Impact Investment Support

Happy Meal-box Social Cooperative aims to promote and actualize social values by improving the

Impact investment refers to investment in companies and organizations that have positive impacts on society

quality of public meals and creating jobs for the underprivileged. It offers free, high-quality meals to the

in addition to making profits. Based on SK Group’s social contribution fund, the Happiness Foundation

undernourished through joint purchase of ingredients and development of standardized menus necessary

makes impact investments by making direct investments in social enterprises and social ventures or investing

for different nutritional requirements of each target group. It also improves the overall quality of public

in funds. In partnership with major impact investment organizations in South Korea and SK affiliates, the

meals by sharing its essential know-how with local communities.

Happiness Foundation is also contributing to facilitating the impact investment ecosystem.

Happy After School Social Cooperative (Seoul, Busan, Daegu, Ulsan)

happyschool.skhappiness.org

SK Probono

Happy After School Social Cooperative was founded in collaboration with local governments and the Office

Launched in 2009, SK Probono encourages its members to share with society their expertise in their

of Education so as to offer after-school programs on commission. It presents solutions to a range of social

respective fields and areas of interests by voluntary participation in resolving social issues. Since 2016, the

problems by reducing inequality of educational opportunity and private education costs, creating new jobs.

Happiness Foundation has been in charge of SK Probono programs and introduced more advanced and

The cooperative is currently located in 4 cities – Seoul, Busan, Daegu and Ulsan.

systematized models based on its know-how and professional competencies in education and cultural

skprobono.com

programs so as to effectively carry out the mission of achieving shared growth of individuals and society.

Daegu Happy Future Foundation

dg-hf.org

This social enterprise was established together with the Daegu Metropolitan Office of Education in a bid to
help teenagers explore their careers. It provides customized job trainings to teenagers, which enables them
to find and pursue their dreams. It also contributes to creating new jobs and revitalizing regional economy
by nurturing job education specialists.
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Organization and Management

Organization

Management
* As of 2018

President

* As of 2018

President

Directors

Auditor

Kee-won Chey

Jae-ho Yeom

Cheol-hyung Yu

•

President of Korea University

Attorney of BAE, KIM&LEE Limited
Liability Company

•	

Bong-ju Lee

Executive Director

•

Management
Support Team
Communication
Team

 ean of College of Social Sciences of
D
Seoul National University

Kyo-tae Kim
•

CEO of Samjung KPMG

Hyun-chun Jung
SI 1) Business Group

SE 2) Business Group

Head of Corporate Contribution
Committee, SUPEX Council SK
Group

•	

Yong-kap Kim
SI Fostering Team

1)
2)
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Youth Education Team

Business Development

SE Support Team

SE Accelerating Team

Executive Director of
the Happiness Foundation

•	

SI: Social Innovator
SE: Social Enterprise
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